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ABSTRACT
In this Account, we discuss the dynamic features of self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) on both planar and nonplanar substrates. Our
focus is on organothiol and organic acid-based monolayers. Results
from variable-temperature electrochemical, calorimetric, vibra-
tional, and solid-state NMR spectroscopic measurements lead to
a convergent description of SAM dynamics.

Introduction
This Account specifically addresses issues relating to the
dynamics of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) formed
on both planar (2D) and particle (3D) surfaces. In addition
to fundamental issues in surface chemistry, SAMs are of
interest for applications in corrosion control, device
fabrication, and membrane mimicry.1,2 How chain mobil-
ity and order affects the functional properties of SAMs (as
electron-transfer barriers and adhesion and wetting modi-
fiers) is difficult to address since techniques which probe
molecular motion, such as NMR, cannot be used for
planar SAMs.

Discussions of structure and dynamics in molecular
assemblies obviously involve discussions of phase.3 The
phase behavior of 2D SAMs reported by various tech-
niques, however, depends on whether the technique is
sensitive to positional, orientational, or conformational
order (or combinations thereof). We have been particularly
interested in how these factors are coupled to one another
and how one can deconvolute and prioritize them with

regard to the self-assembly process and chain-ordering
phenomenon. The mainstay of phase studies, calorimetry,
is of limited utility when one is dealing with only 10-10

mol of material. The experimental signal-to-noise problem
has been addressed in several ways. A technique that is
sensitive to the structure of the SAM and uses some form
of signal amplification (i.e., amperometic electrochemis-
try) can be used.4 Alternatively, one can scale-up the
planar (“2D”) substrate surface area by >104-fold by using
nanoparticles5 so that techniques such as calorimetry,6,7

transmission IR spectroscopy,6,8,9 and, most notably,
dynamic NMR spectroscopy10 can be used. Finally, state-
of-the-art STM and AFM techniques can often provide a
visualization of phases.14a Most SAM studies actually
report the static features of either ordered or disordered
phases (rarely both), but not their dynamics.

This Account will focus on the dynamics of chains in
SAMs of alkylthiols on gold (RS/Au) and long-chain
organic acids (RCO2H, RPO3H2) on metal oxides.11 Al-
though alkylthiols and fatty acids are not usually com-
pared, we find that they display similar properties and are
thus complementary. The dynamic features we have
observed are closely associated with the surface-tethered
chains and not with the substrate surface nor the chem-
istry of the headgroup. After a brief overview of the
relevant literature, we describe the electrochemical, calo-
rimetric, and spectroscopic studies of these systems which
present a picture of SAM dynamics.

2D SAMs of Alkanethiols and Long-Chain
Organic Acids
SAMs of organosulfur adsorbates, especially alkanethiols
(RSHs) on gold surfaces, have been the most studied.1,2

The ordering of alkanethiols is driven by the strong affinity
between the sulfur and the metal, the lateral van der Waals
interactions between the tethered alkyl chains, and the
dipole interactions between polar end groups. The struc-
ture of 2D SAMs is characterized by both positional and
orientational order. The positional order is fixed by the
headgroup binding at particular sites on the substrate
surface and whether the chain lies flat on the surface or
adopts some vertical orientation. Positional order, how-
ever, does not necessarily imply the existence of orienta-
tional order (and vice versa). Given that the gold-sulfur
binding energy (∼160 kJ/mol)2 is much larger than the
alkyl chain-chain interactions (of the order of tens of
kilojoules per mole),12 the sulfur headgroups may exist in
ordered lattices at the same time that the alkyl chains may
be orientationally and conformationally disordered. High
gap impedance UHV-STM images show that the alkyl-
thiolates exist in as many as six phases, each having a
particular positional order.15b A SAM formed on a single-
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crystal substrate has a number of discontinuities along-
coexistence lines and adjacent to defect points and etch
pits.13-16

Infrared spectroscopy is particularly useful for charac-
terizing the state of the alkyl chains. A comparison of the
antisymmetric νa(CH2) peak frequencies of RS/Au SAMs
(R ) C4-C22) shows a trend to lower peak frequencies as
R increases in length. When R g C16 the monolayer exists
in a crystalline-like, all-trans state, whereas for R e C8 the
local environment of the alkyl chains approaches that of
the bulk disordered, liquidlike state.17 Long-chain RS/Au
SAMs are not perfectly crystalline, given that the He
diffraction intensities at 25 °C show that the chain ends
are highly mobile and disordered.18 Molecular dynamics
simulations predict that at temperatures <-75 °C, the
chains are orientationally ordered, collectively tilted in the
nearest-neighbor direction, and free of gauche defects. At
27 °C, the simulations indicate that the chains are rotated
about their long axes and a significant population of
conformational defects is located at the chain ends.3 In
addition to chain-disordering processes, temperature-
induced reconstructions of the SAM/Au interface,19-21

nucleation and growth of ordered domains induced by
the partial desorption of surface thiolates,14a,16,22 and
surface migration of the RS/Au species21,23-25 have also
been observed.

Long-chain organic (carboxylic, hydroxamic, phospho-
nic) acids on metal oxides are a class of SAMs which have
been studied to a much lesser extent than the thiols on
gold. Alkanoic acids on oxides of silver, aluminum, and
other metals were actually among the first SAMs to be
reported.26 These SAMs have been used for model studies
of corrosion inhibition27 and as a bridge between SAM and
LB studies.26b The organic acid surface bond is more
ionic than the Au-S bond, and the fatty acid monolayers
are less stable. As in the case of the thiols, most reports
to date focus on static structural features such as the
variation of the binding geometry with the type of metal
oxide.27a A recent ESR study of stearic acid SAMs on
Al2O3 did, however, show that the onset of rotational
motion depends on the location of the spin label along
the chain.28

Phosphonic acids bind more strongly to metal oxide
surfaces than do carboxylic acids. Multilayer assemblies,
based on lamellar metal phosphonate structures, have
been grown on a variety of substrates.29 The chain con-
formation and growth kinetics of long-chain phosphonic
acid monolayers on mica30 and aluminum surfaces31 have
been monitored by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
FT-IR spectroscopy. The growth mechanism on mica
consists of nucleation, slow growth, and coalescence of
islands in which the chains are densely packed and rela-
tively well-ordered even at a low surface coverage.30c An
FT-IR study of the self-assembly of phosphonic acids on
alumina revealed that although the initial adsorption is
rapid, the chain order develops quite slowly over several
days.31 As in the Au/SR system, sensitivity problems have
made it difficult to use the time-resolved techniques which
provide dynamics information.

Effect of 2D SAM Dynamics on Function:
Electrochemical Studies
How can dynamics within the SAM manifest themselves
in terms of function? We have explored one configuration
in detail and have observed a striking correspondence
between the onset of chain motion, phase disordering, and
ion flux across RS/Au SAMs.

The experiment is similar to many electrochemical
studies of SAMs32 but differs in terms of SAM preparation.
We prepare RS/Au SAMs (where a polycrystalline gold
surface is incubated in RSH/EtOH solution) in a manner
different from that used by most researchers in that we
maintain the incubation at modest temperature for pe-
riods of days. Although complete coverage takes only
minutes to achieve with an RSH solution, the dynamics
of chain ordering are very slow. We have used our
electrochemistry technique to monitor this process; recent
in situ SECM experiments provide a time-dependent
visualization of it as well.33 As the temperature is slowly
increased from 25 °C, the ion flux increases markedly, goes
through a maximum at Tm

e (often with a shoulder on the
low-temperature side, Tp

e) and then subsequently de-
creases to a level which is generally greater than that prior
to the maximum (Figure 1). The temperatures at which
both the “shoulder” (or prepeak) and the main peak
appear increase incrementally with chain length. What is
striking is the 1:1 correspondence between (i) the tem-
peratures of these maxima in the SAM electrochemical
experiment,4 (ii) the DSC-, FT-IR-, and NMR-determined

FIGURE 1. Electrochemical thermograms (current vs temperature)
for the reduction of Fe(CN)6

3- (0.020 M, 0.10 M KBr) at RSH-modified
polycrystalline gold electrodes. The current is reported at an
overpotential of -0.25 V. (Adapted from ref 4).
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order-disorder phase transition temperatures of the 3D
SAMs,6,9,10 (see below) (iii) the gel-to-liquid crystalline
(order-disorder) phase transition temperatures of phos-
phatidylcholine phospholipids in the bilayer state,12 and
finally, (iv) the temperatures at which anomalous maxima
in ion permeation rates across bilayer lipid membranes
occur32 (Table 1). These correlations are consistent with
the maxima in lipid ion permeation studies arising from
a great enhancement of redox ion transfer at domain and
phase boundaries. These boundaries would occur at
coexistence regions between ordered and disordered
domains in the membrane.34

The phospholipid headgroup in a bilayer membrane
and the Au lattice apparently serve the same purposesto
enforce a defined packing density and orientation on the
alkyl chains. In RS/Au(111) SAMs, the area occupied per
RS chain is 21.7 Å2, and the alkyl chain tilt is ∼30° (from
the surface normal).2 By comparison, n-diacylphospha-
tidylcholines occupy an area of 21.5-24 Å2 per alkyl chain
in their condensed phase and exhibit a chain tilt of ∼30°
from the bilayer normal.12 It is therefore reasonable that
the structural film properties in these two systems are
modulated by temperature in a similar manner.

Complexities of the relationship between chain dy-
namics and phase in RS/Au SAMs are further evident in
these temperature-dependent electrochemistry studies.
SAMs which have not had the opportunity to form ordered
phases (because of insufficient incubation time or het-
erogeneities in the underlying substrate) do not exhibit
the current maxima shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, after
an RS/Au SAM has been heated above Tm

e, its return to
an ordered state can take hours or days. The kinetics of
chain crystallization (or recrystallization) are very slow,
probably because of chain entanglement and restricted
lateral chain movement. As in RS/Au SAMs, thermal
annealing of solid-supported fatty acid Langmuir-Blodgett
(LB) monolayers causes disorder in the alkyl chains which
is long-lasting (>6-10 h).35 UHV-STM studies of SAMs
(R ) C8, C10, and C12) have shown that the thermal
annealing of film defects and the concomitant increase
in the alkanethiolate domain size occur at the same
temperature as the onset of alkanethiolate desorption.14a,16,36

These results are in marked contrast to the usual percep-
tion of an annealing process in which heating at temper-
atures close to the melting point usually improves the

chain order. We now realize that one must be very
cautious in the thermal treatment of a 2D SAM sample if
one is seeking phase or dynamics-related properties as
the “reordering” process can be slow, and actually some-
times very difficult to effect.

3D SAMs: RS/Au Nanoparticles and
Long-Chain Organic Acids on Metal Oxide
Particles
SAMs prepared on small particles (“3D SAMs”) are im-
portant in understanding structure and dynamics issues
of the “2D” SAMs.37 The sampling limitations imposed by
planar SAMs are circumvented by the large surface area
(ca. 100 m2/g). One of course has to establish that a SAM
formed on nanoparticles is, indeed, representative of the
2D SAMs. A number of pieces of evidence for the RS/Au
system tell us that the comparison is, indeed, viable.
Powder X-ray diffraction and high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) studies show that the alkane-
thiol-capped Au nanoparticles are highly faceted and,
hence, that the substrate surface is actually planar and
not curved at the local level.38 Interparticle distances and
DSC results indicate that there is an extensive intercalation
of bundles of chains between neighboring particles.6 High-
resolution XPS demonstrates that the Au-S bonding is the
same in the two systems when the particles are >2.2 nm
in diameter. Highly ordered long-chain organic acid SAMs
(phosphonates, carboxylates) can also be formed on pow-
dered metal oxides.39 The average metal oxide particle size
(30 nm) is much larger than in the case of the gold nano-
particles (2-3 nm). The organic acid chains in this case
do not extensively interdigitate between adjacent particles.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of RS/Au nano-
particles demonstrates that the chains adsorbed onto Au
(R ) C12-C20) clearly undergo distinct T-dependent phase
transitions (Table 1).6 Each sample exhibits a broad
endotherm in the heat cycle. Both the peak temperature
and ∆Hendo increase with increasing chain length. On
cooling of the sample, a sharp exotherm is observed. This
exotherm occurs at ∼7 °C lower than the endotherm.
Although this hysteresis is observed with all the RS/Au
samples studied, the thermal processes are reversible,
given that ∆Hexo ) ∆Hendo and that ∆Hendo

heat ) ∆Hendo
reheat.

Chain Conformation in 3D SAMs: FT-IR and
13C NMR Spectroscopy
One can readily use conventional transmission FT-IR
spectroscopy to study the long-chain organic acid SAMs
on the powdered metal oxide and the RS/Au nanopar-
ticles.6,8 The frequency and width of the methylene
stretching adsorptions indicate that for R g C16, the alkyl
chains of these two systems exist predominantly in an
extended, all-trans conformation at 25 °C. Variable-
temperature transmission FT-IR studies show that the RS/
Au (C14, C16, and C18) nanoparticles undergo a change from
a highly chain-ordered state to a chain-disordered state,
where both νs (CH2) and νa (CH2) increase by 2-4 cm-1.6

The transition temperatures are similar to those found by
DSC. As in the DSC experiments (and NMR experiments,

Table 1. Transition Temperatures and Enthalpies for
RS SAMs on Planar Gold, Au Nanoparticles, and

Related Lipids

RS/Au
nanoparticles di-PC lipids

R

RS/Au planar
(electrochemical)

Tm
e (°C)

Tm
(°C)

∆H
(kJ mol-1)

Tm
(°C)

∆Ha

(kJ mol-1)

C12 - 3 6.4 ( 2.5b -1.1 ( 0.4 6.1 ( 3.4
C14 - 22 10 23.5 ( 0.4 12.4 ( 1.4
C16 39.3 ( 0.6 41 13.8 ( 0.8b 41.4 ( 0.5 17.4 ( 1.6
C18 53.3 ( 2.4 51 21 55.1( 1.5 21.2 ( 1.8
C20 62.8 ( 1.8 64 - 64.5 ( 0.5 24.9 ( 1.2

a For comparison with the alkylthiolates, the ∆H values (ref 12
for the diacyl phospholipids) are reported per alkyl chain. b ∆H
values are from ref 7.
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see below), the FT-IR transition occurs over a broad
temperature range (∼25 °C). This is reminiscent of the
DSC and electrochemistry results. Both the endotherm in
the RS/Au colloidal system and peaks in the electrochemi-
cal thermogram in 2D RS/Au SAMs are broad, spanning
as much as 40 °C.4 Broad transitions are characteristic of
2D systems (LB systems, polymerized lipid membranes,
lipid membranes on glass spheres)41,42 and are a signature
in both 2D and 3D SAMs of melting in quasi-2D systems.

Site-specific deuterium labeling of the alkylthiol chains
reveals that the gradual shift in νs and νa with increasing
temperature occurs because the IR experiment reports a
weighted average of the trans and gauche bond popula-
tions along the entire chain length (Figure 2).9 C18S/Au
nanoparticles, whose chains have been deuterated only
from C10 to C13, show a much sharper disordering transi-
tion than particles derivatized with perdeuterated C18SH.
The C1-deuterated position does not, however, undergo
a change between 10 °C and 90 °C. The local order is thus
maintained at the C1 carbon, while the remainder of the
chain undergoes motions leading to disordering. Site-
specific labeling is clearly necessary in distinguishing be-
tween ordered and disordered states in the chains. The
selective deuteration results tell us that the broadness
noted in the calorimetry experiment arises because the
chain-disordering process is a progressive process, from
chain terminus down, rather than the characteristic “all-
or-nothing” process of a first-order transition. With this
revealed, we turned to NMR techniques which could track

the dynamics of individual positions along the tethered
chains.

Solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy results corroborate
the FT-IR information, since populations of ordered and
disordered chains can be distinguished and quantified.
In some cases, well-resolved peaks are observed since the
13C resonances for all-trans extended chains are shifted
downfield from chains containing gauche defects. The
NMR experiment goes much further, though, as the
ordered and disordered regions in the SAM can also be
resolved on the basis of varying mobilities, using the
dipolar dephasing experiment on C18S/Au 3D SAMs
(Figure 3) performed at 25 °C.10b This experiment probes
how the 13C-1H heteronuclear dipolar interaction is
averaged by molecular motion. The 33 ppm signal (arising
from the all-trans chains) rapidly dephases to reveal a
signal at 31 ppm assigned to more mobile chains which
contain a larger number of gauche conformers. A large
motional gradient along the chain is evident in these
experiments, as the inner methylenes exhibit a short,
solid-like Gaussian decay whereas the chain ends exhibit
a long exponential decay characteristic of liquid-like
dynamics. An analysis of the chemical shifts and inte-
grated intensities of the methylene resonances establishes
that 74% of the chains have transoid segments (containing
∼2% gauche bonds) and 26% have gauchoid chain seg-
ments (containing ∼30% gauche bonds). A total popula-
tion of 12% gauche bonds is thus present at 25 °C. This
seems to contradict the FT-IR results, which report that
only highly ordered chains exist at this temperature.6,8,9 A
contributing factor to this discrepancy arises because IR
spectroscopy involves an extremely short time scale (ca.
10-10 s) and reports a sample-averaged signal, whereas 13C
NMR involves the µs time scale. Whereas the “instanta-
neous” population of gauche bonds is evidently below the
detection limit of FT-IR, over the µs time scale of the NMR
experiment, many of the bonds will have adopted a
gauche conformer. Furthermore, the FT-IR peak maxima
alone are normally reported without the line widths, which
also contain conformation information.

Variable-temperature, solid-state 13C NMR also reveals
that long-chain organic acid SAMs on metal oxide pow-
ders and RS/Au nanoparticles undergo disordering transi-
tions which span a broad temperature range.10,39 In the
case of C18 chains, thermal chain disordering manifests
itself as the gradual growth of the 31 ppm peak (due to

FIGURE 2. Relationship between IR peak position of the symmetric
CD2 stretch and temperature for (a) 10,11,12,13-d8-C18S/Au nano-
particles and d35-C18S/Au nanoparticles and (b) 1-d2-C18S/Au nano-
particles. (Reference 9.)

FIGURE 3. Solid-state 13C dipolar dephasing NMR experiment of
octadecanethiol monolayers on Au nanoparticles shown as a
function of increasing dephasing times. (Reference 10b.)
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an increase in the gauche conformers) and a diminishing
of the all-trans peak at 33 ppm. Above 60 °C, the 33 ppm
component is almost completely gone. The chain-
disordering process is reversible as the 13C NMR spectrum
returns to its original, trans-dominated state upon cooling
of the sample to 25 °C. For a given chain length, the chain-
disordering process occurs over the same temperature
range in the alkylthiol, phosphonate, and carboxylate 3D
(and when measurable, 2D) SAMs. We note that the chain
dynamics may not apply to an ideal, single-phase SAM
on a single-crystal surface. The free volume required for
the motional states of the pinned chains is provided by
large headgroups and/or surface defects. Although the
dynamic features of an ideal, single-phase SAM may, in
fact, be different, we propose that the real, defect-
containing systems (such as SAMs on polycrystalline gold)
will display the dynamics features outlined above. Because
these order-disorder transitions clearly are a general
feature of both 2D and 3D SAMs, we were compelled to
attempt experiments which can explicitly study the evolu-
tion of the disordered state from a chain dynamics point-
of-view.

Wide-Line NMR Studies of Chain Mobility: 2H
and 2D WISE NMR
One can simultaneously probe the chain conformation
and mobility using the 2D wide-line separation (WISE)
NMR experiment. This experiment plots 13C chemical
shifts (which are sensitive to chain conformation) versus
wide-line 1H spectra (which are sensitive to molecular
motion). For example, the 1D 13C NMR spectra, along with
the proton line shapes extracted from 2D WISE spectra
of octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA) adsorbed on differ-
ent metal oxide powders, are shown in Figure 4.39a

Whereas the 1H slices for the all-trans chains of ODPA/
Zr2O3 and ODPA/TiO2 display reduced solid-state proton
line widths, ODPA adsorbed on γ-Al2O3 exhibits the broad
Gaussian proton line shape typical of a rigid crystalline
organic solid. This spectrum establishes that, instead of a
monolayer, a bulk lamellar aluminophosphonate is formed
where the chains are packed into crystalline bilayers.39a

In contrast, C18SH,10 C18PO3H2, and C17CO2H39 monolayers
all exhibit the triangular-shaped proton line shapes and
reduced line widths (20-35 kHz) which are characteristic
of alkyl chains in an intermediate motional state. Popula-
tions of disordered chains, as shown in the 2D WISE
spectrum of ODPA/TiO2, display narrow proton line
widths of less than 5 kHz. All of these results confirm that,
despite different headgroups and substrates, the alkyl
chains of the thiol and organic acid SAMs display a very
similar motional state.

The detailed mechanism of the chain-disordering
process was determined from 2H NMR spectroscopy of
specifically deuterated samples.9 2H NMR is a powerful
method for probing the structure and dynamics of ordered
systems since the line shapes, dominated by the quadru-
polar interaction, are theoretically well understood and
depend primarily on the amplitude and symmetry of the

molecular motions. A low-temperature (-55 °C) 2H NMR
spectrum of d8(C10-C13)-labeled C18S/Au nanoparticles is
characteristic (quadrupole splitting of 118 kHz) of C-D
bonds having very little motion. At -30 °C, this 2H
spectrum evolves to become a “flat-topped” peak, a line
shape attributed to restricted trans-gauche isomerization.
Near the phase transition temperature of 50 °C, the broad
component abruptly disappears and above 50 °C only a
narrow isotropic peak associated with extensive motion
remains.9 By contrast, the 2H resonance of the C1-
deuterated chains remains a broad Pake pattern at tem-
peratures up to 65 °C. This establishes that, on the
microsecond time scale probed by 2H NMR spectroscopy,
(i) the C1-C2 bond does not experience a measurable
degree of trans-gauche bond isomerization, (ii) it is
unlikely that the RS chain undergoes axial rotation about
the C-S bond, and (iii) there is no diffusion of the RS/Au
species on the Au particle surface. Overall, the tempera-
ture dependence of the 2H NMR spectra, 13C relaxation
measurements, and CD2 stretching frequencies indicates
that the chain disordering originates in the chain ends and
propagates toward the middle of the chain. This motional
disordering does not, however, extend as far as the sulfur
headgroup.9 Solid-state 13C and 31P 2D exchange NMR
experiments, designed to detect “ultraslow” motions,
demonstrate that the headgroups of alkanoate and alkane-
phosphonate monolayers also remain fixed and motion-
less above the chain-disordering temperatures.39c

These dynamics studies of 3D SAMs agree with mo-
lecular dynamics simulations of densely packed C15S/Au

FIGURE 4. Solid-state high-resolution 13C and wide-line 1H NMR
spectra extracted from 2D WISE NMR experiments for octa-
decylphosphonic acid (ODPA) adsorbed on different metal oxides.
The slices in the 1H dimension corresponding to the transoid (T)
and gauchoid (G) 13C methylene signals are shown. (Adapted from
ref 39a.)
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2D SAMs which predict that the formation of internal
gauche defects in these assemblies is coupled to the onset
of axial rotation.3 Recent molecular dynamics studies of
the RS/Au 3D SAMs closely concur with the 2H NMR
results and even agree with the “melting” transition
temperatures observed experimentally.43

Modulation of Chain Dynamics with H-Bonding
End Groups
SAMs with alcohol and carboxylic acid terminal groups
have been used for the development of chemical sensors,
the immobilization of proteins, and further chemical
derivatization. Although the conformational order and
intramonolayer hydrogen bonding are essential to these
applications, these structural features are not well char-
acterized. SAMs with a weakly hydrogen bonded OH
terminal group, HO(CH2)16S/Au10 and HO(CH2)15CO2/
ZrO2 ,39c in fact, exhibit chain order and dynamics similar
to those of CH3-terminated monolayers. The only differ-
ence in the properties is a modest raising of the order-
disorder transition temperature relative to that of the
methyl-terminated SAM of the same chain length. The
strongly hydrogen bonding group, CO2H, on the other
hand, induces conformational order in RS/Au chains
which are otherwise too short to order via van der Waals
interactions alone.44 Moreover, the dynamic behavior of
HO2C-C7S/Au 3D SAMs is radically different from that of
the HO- and CH3-terminated SAMs. The wide-line 1H
NMR spectrum of HO2C-C7S/Au exhibits a broad Gauss-
ian proton line shape characteristic of a rigid crystalline
organic solid. The C8S/Au 3D SAM is disordered at 300 K,
but chain disordering in HO2C-C7S/Au only begins at 415
K. There is a marked hysteresis in the HO2C-C7S/Au case
as, upon cooling, the chain-reordering process is very
slowson the order of weeks.44 Both H-bonded and free
CO2H groups are detected by vibrational spectroscopy in
RS/Au 2D SAMs, while in the 3D SAM case there is more
extensive H-bonding. The pronounced thermal hysteresis
is perhaps due to the formation of interparticle as well as
intramonolayer hydrogen bonds in the 3D HO2C-C7S/Au
nanoparticle SAMs. We are currently testing this conjec-
ture by studying CO2H-terminated SAMs on larger diam-
eter particles, which will serve to reduce the extent of
interparticle hydrogen bonding.

Overview
Our spectroscopic and calorimetric studies of SAMs
demonstrate that self-assembled monolayers do, indeed,
have a rich dynamics. The dynamic features of these
systems are the following:

(i) The monolayers are in a gel-like state below the
order-disorder temperature with a pronounced motional
gradient along the alkyl chains.

(ii) Reversible, chain-length-dependent order-disorder
transitions occur; the headgroups (thiolate, carboxylate,
or phosphonate) remain immobile.

(iii) Polar functional groups can dramatically alter the
temperatures and kinetics of these transitions.

(iv) The electrochemical detection of transitions at the
same temperatures for RS/Au SAMs supports the existence
of a similar dynamic state in planar 2D SAMs.

The implications of observing parallel phenomena in
2D and 3D SAMs are exciting since they indicate that these
systems are excellent models of membranes. To this end,
we are currently exploring ways of triggering trans-SAM
ion fluxes through chemical rather than thermal stimu-
lation.Throughout this Account we have noted parallels
between phospholipid dynamics in membranes and the
SAM systems. Different experimental techniques, when
applied to the lipid membrane systems, often seem to
yield “different” pictures.45 These differences, however,
invariably reflect different spectroscopic time scales. Of
importance, of course, is whether the technique used
reports the superposition of individual events or the
averaging of events over a well-defined period, and how
well the technique can discriminate between two or more
“states”. When these considerations are accounted for, a
reasonably convergent description of phase and dynamics
is found in lipid systems. Such a convergent description
is just beginning to develop in the SAM literature as well.
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